
Plastic pollution speech

In the last 10 years we made more plastic than we did in the century before. Half of those plastic products 

are considered disposable. Plastic is everywhere. We urgently need to find effective solutions to avoid this 

almost indestructible material from poisoning almost every part of our delicate natural environment. 

In the early 20th century, a variety of plastic that we still use today were developed to respond to the 

exhaustion of natural resources stocks. Chemists were looking for alternatives to rubber, cork, silk, ivory 

and many other natural materials that were becoming scarce. They discovered a way to transform the oil 

refining and coal distillation byproducts into synthetic material that could be shaped in objects, textiles. An

infinity of options. The fantastic plastic was discovered and its malleability made it a success. World War 

II increased the demand for plastic around the world making it a general use product. Plastic was synonym 

to variety, leisure time and freedom. Post-war consumers didn't have to live in scarcity anymore and were 

take over by stream of colorful and inexpensive plastic items. What a dream! Plastic became the modern 

clay. Plastic became part of their life. Plastic became invisible. By 1979, United State were making more 

plastic than steel.

Unfortunately, we are now facing the real cost of this disposable lifestyle. Plastic is wonderful because it 

is durable, Plastic is terrible because it is durable. Almost every piece of plastic ever made is still on the

planet. We can find it everywhere, from the Mount Everest to the bottom of the sea. Plastic became a 

plague for the ocean that is now a plastic soup. There is around 46,000 pieces of plastic in every square 

mile of ocean. Marine life can be directly killed by being tangle up in plastic objects.  Plastic is frequently 

mistaken for food by birds and fishes.  Even all the food chain is poisoned. Little fishes are eaten by larger 

fishes, larger fishes eaten by birds but also by, us, humans. Plastic also impact our land. For instance, 

sacred cows of India that ate in waste dumps suffer from intestinal blockages eating plastic packaging.  

Plastic bags, films and other items caused flood clogging drainage systems. Plastic also release chemicals 

into air and water. You may already heard the terms phtalates or bisphenol A? All these plastic compounds 

have been detected in human bodies and are known to disrupt its hormonal function. Plastic is definitely a 

huge problem that has to be faced.

Awareness about plastic pollution is increasing and new solutions and alternatives are booming. Industries 

commit themselves to cut plastic pollution, signing up ambitious pacts. Coca Cola promised to achieve by 

2025 several goals such as eliminating unnecessary single use plastic packaging, reach 100% of plastic 

packaging to be reusable, recyclable or compostable. Solutions obviously involve reducing drastically the 

production of plastic, cleaning up what is already polluting our oceans, rivers and landscapes in the most 

effective way, plus inventing innovative technologies.  

Every minute, the equivalent of a rubbish truck load goes into the ocean. Plastic never decompose and stay 

there forever. If nothing changes, by 2050, the plastic in ocean will weigh more than all the fishes. We 

humans are the problem and WE should provide the solution.  As Narayana Peeasapaty, founder of  Bakeys

, an edible cutlery firm said  “Change is inevitable. Before this change can overtake and overwhelm us, we 

should be the instruments of change.”   


